Solubility parameters as predictors of miscibility in solid dispersions.
This paper reports interactions and possible incompatibilities in solid dispersions of hydrophobic drugs with hydrophilic carriers, with solubility parameters employed as a means of interpreting results. Systems containing ibuprofen (IB) and xylitol (XYL) in varying proportions and systems of IB with other sugars and a sugar polymer were produced using solvent evaporation and fusion methods. Additionally, bridging agents were employed with IB/XYL systems to facilitate the production of a solid dispersion. Results show that IB formed no interactions with any of the sugar carriers but interacted with all the bridging agents studied. The bridging agents were immiscible with XYL in the liquid state. Results of other reported drug/carrier systems and those from the systems studied in this paper were interpreted using Hildebrand solubility parameters. A trend between differences in drug/carrier solubility parameters and immiscibility was identified with incompatibilities evidence when large solubility parameter differences exist between drug and carrier. It was concluded that Hildebrand parameters give an indication of possible incompatibilities between drugs and carriers in solid dispersions, but that the use of partial solubility parameters may provide a more accurate prediction of interactions in and between materials and could provide more accurate indications of potential incompatibilities.